
How	  to	  Install	  a	  Pre-‐Pasted	  Wall	  Mural	  
 
 1. Please refer to the instructions that came with your mural as different murals 
have different installation methods. In general, installing murals is similar to 
installing wallpaper. Before you begin, make sure that the wall space that the mural 
will cover is smooth and has been primed. The wall should be free of dirt, and oil, 
and any holes or bumps should be filled or sanded smooth. Our murals are not for 
outdoor use, and should be installed in a room with an average temperature 
between 18° and 20° Celsius or 60° -70° Fahrenheit.  
 
2. Arrange the pieces of the mural in front of the wall where they will be installed in 
the proper order. Make sure that colors match up evenly at the seams before 
pasting the mural. If the mural is smaller than the total wall space, mark out the 
dimensions lightly in pencil on the wall using a level and tape measure to create a 
straight center line and make sure that the area is level.  
 
3. Fill a water tray 2/3 full with water at room temperature. Roll the first mural piece 
from bottom to top, paste side out. Submerge the rolled strip into the water tray. 
Soak for the amount of time recommended in the manufacturer’s hanging 
instructions, usually 30 seconds. Holding the top of the sheet, slowly lift and unroll 
the paper onto a work table, making sure the paste is completely wet. Fold the strip 
and then gently fold both ends, paste side in, towards the center of the strip, 
without creasing the folds. Let the strip rest for the amount of time recommended in 
the manufacturer’s hanging instructions, usually about 2-5 minutes. Repeat steps for 
each remaining piece.  
 
4. Depending on the size of the wall and the type of mural being installed, decide 
where it would be easiest for you to begin installing your mural panels. It may work 
best for you to begin installing the panels from the bottom left corner. Or, it may 
make the most sense to start from one of the center panels and work your way out. 
Some murals will come with recommendations on which panel is the easiest to start 
with. Install the first panel, being careful to ensure that it is straight with your plumb 
line as a guide. Use a smoothing tool to firmly adhere the mural panel to the wall, 
sweeping your tool across the strip from the center outwards and working out all air 
bubbles. Apply additional strips in the same method, matching up the pattern at the 
seam and carefully smoothing out all bubbles as you go. Properly "booked" panels 
should not shrink when they dry, but be sure to smooth the seams together as you 
go to be sure that they will not separate.  
 
5. If the mural is larger than the wall space, cut along the corners or edges of the 
wall using a sharp knife and a straight-edge as a guide. Make long cuts, without 
lifting the blade.  


